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Premium heating, artfully combined
with Scandinavian minimalism
PMS 186

Innovative
App Controlled
Heating

Excellence in Scandinavian Design
and Technology

With over five decades of testing and production,
you can trust in NOBØ for premium heating solutions.
Designed in Norway, built to withstand the harsh
Nordic winters, the Oslo Collection epitomises the
fusion of excellence in heating technology and
Scandinavian design.
The slimline electric panel heaters can be easily
wall mounted for the perfect unobtrusive addition
to your space and won’t detract from your existing
styling features.
High performing and energy efficient,
the Oslo Collection boasts one of the most
accurate thermostats, detecting temperature
fluctuations of +-0.05⁰C.

Welcome to NOBØ

Key Product Features

Lifetime warranty
As a testament of our commitment to outstanding quality, our panel
heaters come with a lifetime warranty.

Safe, efficient and economical
NOBØ panels are extremely safe and trusted. Designed to heat your
home effectively, while reducing energy consumption and minimising
the cost of your power bill. Our panels use less than 0.5W/hr in standby
mode. Other brands can consume up to 300W/hr.

Smart, intuitive control
The Oslo Collection is compatible with the Energy Control System app.
Pair your panels to create zones within your home, and control your
personalised settings from anywhere. Most other brands only allow
control while within the home (via home wireless connection). It’s never
been easier to turn on your NOBØ panels remotely, like when you are
on your way home from work, so the rooms are cosy when you arrive.

nobo.co.nz

The Oslo Collection
Room size S I M I L
Oslo 750

750W electric panel heater
400mmH x 625mmW x 60mmD
NTL4T07

Oslo 1000

1kW electric panel heater
400mmH x 725mmW x 60mmD
NTL4T10

Oslo 1500

1.5kW electric panel heater
400mmH x 1025mmW x 60mmD
NTL4T15

NOBØ are committed to working towards a sustainable future, this brochure
is printed on paper sourced from sustainable forests.

The Oslo Collection
Room size S I M I L
Oslo 2000

2kW electric panel heater
400mmH x 1125mmW x 60mmD
NTL4T20

Oslo 2400

2.4kW electric panel heater
400mmH x 1425mmW x 60mmD
NTL4T24

ECS Hub

Energy Control System Hub
HUB

ECS Receiver

Wireless receiver unit
NCU2R

Built to withstand Nordic Winters
NOBØ Oslo panel heaters perform in temperatures as low as
-40°C, while detecting temperature fluctuations of +-0.05°C.
Designed with efficiency in mind, they only consume <0.5W/hr
in standby mode.

Perfect for bathrooms
NOBØ panels are IP24 rated. They are splash-proof and safe
for use in ensuites and family bathrooms.

The best of Scandinavian minimalism
Innovatively designed to be used almost anywhere in the home.
The Oslo is our slimmest design yet, with a depth of just 5.5cm.

Minimum clearance specifications
Min 200mm
Min
30mm
Min 50mm

Min
50mm

Min
30mm

Quiet comfort for your family
Our panels are great for bedrooms, with a comforting blend of
radiant and convective heat. Sleep soundly without mechanical
noises from moving parts^.

Child-safe
Fitted with child locks, overheat cut out and low surface
temperature* our panels are safe for use in your child’s bedroom.

Allergy-friendly
Reduce the circulation of allergens and dust in your home with
our fan-free technology and concealed vents, ideal for those
that suffer from allergies.

*NOBØ maximum surface temperature 51°C. Other competitive models can get to
temperatures 95°C and above.
^Please be aware some mechanical ‘clicking’ noises may occur, which is a natural
phenomenon due to the expansion and contraction of metal during heat up and cool down.
This is not a product fault and would not be covered under warranty.
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Create warm, comfortable spaces
without compromising on style
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